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These witches don't
burn
by Isabel Sterling
When evidence of dark magic
begins to appear all over Salem,
Massachusetts, Elemental Witch
Hannah and her ex-girlfriend
Veronica are forced to team up
to stop the deadly attacks.

For a muse of fire
by Heidi Heilig
Posing as a shadow puppeteer
to hide her forbidden
paranormal abilities, Jetta
teams up with a young
smuggler in the face of
astonishing revelations and a
brewing rebellion.

The Witch King
by H. E. Edgmon
To save a fae kingdom, a trans
witch must face his traumatic
past and the royal fiancé he left
behind. Despite
Wyatt’s troubling past, his
betrothed Emyr claims they must
marry now or risk losing the

throne. Jaded, Wyatt strikes a deal with the enemy,
hoping to escape Asalin forever.

Before we disappear
by Shaun David Hutchinson
In this queer ahistorical fantasy
set during the 1909 Alaska-
Yukon-Pacific Exposition in
Seattle, two ambitious magician
assistants—and rivals—have a
near-instant connection but are
forced to choose between loyalty

and love.
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The Gilded Ones
by Namina Forna
A debut entry in a series
inspired by West African culture
finds a supernatural teen
ostracized by her superstitious
community because of her
differences before a mysterious
woman invites her to fight for

the emperor in an all-woman army.

The mermaid, the
witch, and the sea
by Maggie Tokuda-Hall
Disguising herself as a male
pirate to escape poverty, Flora
follows a strict survival code
that is challenged by her
unexpected feelings for a
noblewoman on her way to a

dreaded arranged marriage.

Cemetery boys
by Aiden Thomas
Determined to prove himself a
real brujo to the traditional
Latinx family that does not
accept his true gender, a trans
boy summons the ghost of the
resident bad boy, who refuses to
return quietly to death.

Zachary Ying and the
Dragon Emperor
by Xiran Jay Zhao
Tween Zhao
After his augmented reality
gaming headset is possessed by
the spirit of the First Emperor of
China, 12 year old Chinese

American Zack Ying is compelled to travel across
China to steal an ancient artifact, fight figures from
Chinese history and myth, and seal a portal to
prevent evil spirits from destroying humanity.

Amari and the night
brothers
by B. B. Alston
Tween Alston
Discovering that she has a
supernaturally enhanced talent,
Amari Peters enters a summer
tryout at the Bureau of
Supernatural Affairs, where she

is considered the enemy, in order to find her
missing brother.

Mister Impossible
by Maggie Stiefvater
A sequel to Call Down the Hawk
finds Ronan, Hennessy and Bride
racing to increase dreamer
powers in the face of Moderators
who believe that the
advancement will bring about
disaster.

Reverie
by Ryan La Sala
While recovering from an attack
that leaves him without his
memory, gay teenager Kane
Montgomery stumbles into a
world where dreams known as
reveries take on a life of their
own, and it is up to Kane and a

few unlikely allies to stop them before they spillover
into the waking world.

Akata woman
by Nnedi Okorafor
Tween Okorafor
To save the world, Sunny Nwazue
must embark on a dangerous and
fantastical quest to find a
precious object hidden deep in a
magical realm where defeating

the guardians of the prize will mean she will be
forever changed.

Wicked fox
by Kat Cho
After eighteen-year-old Gu
Miyoung, a nine-tailed fox
surviving in modern-day Seoul
by eating the souls of evil men,
kills a murderous goblin to save
Jihoon, she is forced to choose
between her immortal life and

his.

A snake falls to Earth
by Darcie Little Badger
Fifteen-year-olds Nina and Oli
come from different words--she
is a Lipan Apache living in Texas
and he is a cottonmouth from
the Reflecting World--but their
lives intersect when Oli journeys
to Earth to find a cure for his

ailing friend and they end up helping each other
save their families.

A dark and starless
forest
by Sarah Hollowell
Separated from the rest of the
world by an eerie and menacing
forest, Derry must learn to
embrace its darkness—and the
magic inside of her—when
several of her siblings go

missing.

All of us villains
by Amanda Foody
When a tell-all book exposes a
fight to the death to control a
secret wellspring of high magick,
seven new champions are armed
with new information that gives
them the choice to accept their
fate or rewrite their legacy.
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